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Our 14U Team won their Silver Bracket this weekend with some serious talent and hardwork! " The girls worked really
well together and played as a team. Their focus throughout the week was awesome and they were determined to give it

all they had to win the silver!" - Coach Mollie

In this exercise the athletes are working on absorbing their body weight during a landing, keeping
their inside ankle bone high, and not allowing the foot to collapse inwards. It is critical that athletes
can absorb downward force and their body weight by creating bows, using their glutes, and keeping
the weight on the outside edges of the foot. This allows for a safe landing, as inward foot/ankle
collapse can lead to a catastrophic ankle and knee injuries, as well as slow and non explosive next
move response. By training this in a controlled manner, an athlete can help themselves to avoid
injuries on the court or field, and become a more explosive player. Depending on ability, the height
of the box should be around 12-20 inches from the floor. Landing improperly from greater heights
increases risk for injury, and over time can lead to worn down joints and tendons.

TEAM OF THE WEEK Each week we select a team who dug deep and stepped up big
during their tournament and practices throughout the week. 
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Below Coach Jon talks about the importance of this week's fitness focus movement. A movement we

focus on in the gym, one you can practice at home, and why it is so important that we do! 

Movement Of The Week

14U STATE TEAM

Depth Drop (3 x 3-6 reps)

WATCH FULL 
VIDEO HERE

Athletes Of The Week

17U comes in week after week focused and

eager to learn and improve. They have made

great strides in improving their mobility and

movement patterns! Their hard work is paying

off and it is awesome to see! 

-Coach Jon

17U SELECT TEAM

"She had an
AWESOME

defensive

weekend and a
couple of great
serving runs.
She stayed
positive and
kept her team
talking and
cheering!"
Coach Mollie

Team Of The
Week POW 
GENEVA BOMIA

VOLUME 7VOLUME 7
WEEK OF MARCH 15WEEK OF MARCH 15

https://studio.youtube.com/video/i6AYNCtXtcU/edit
https://studio.youtube.com/video/i6AYNCtXtcU/edit
https://studio.youtube.com/video/i6AYNCtXtcU/edit


What is a Concussion? 

A concussion, coming from the Latin word concusses, meaning “to violently shake”, is a mild
brain injury caused by excessive force applied, directly or indirectly, to the head. This causes
the brain to move rapidly inside of the skull. The blow to the head can come from colliding
with another athlete on the field, a flying object (such as a ball), or from falling and hitting
the head directly on the ground. Concussions may lead to brain bruising and injury to its
blood vessels and nerves. Normally, the brain is cushioned within the skull by the
cerebrospinal fluid. Unfortunately, after an athlete suffers a concussion, one is 3x more
likely to suffer another in the future. The risk also increases when one participates in a sport
with high contact.

Handling Injury With Coach Emma ·What to Do if a Concussion is Suspected:

Whenever there is blunt, force trauma to the head and a concussion is
suspected, the athlete needs to be stopped from all activities. He or she
needs to be taken to a medical professional immediately for evaluation.
Examples include an athletic trainer, a physical therapist, and a doctor. It is
crucial everything one was doing prior is stopped immediately to avoid risks
of increasing the severity of the concussion or causing another injury. This
cannot be overemphasized. If one continues engage in sport and activities
while concussed and relapses overtime, the brain may suffer serious,
permanent damage. An example of this is CTE, chronic traumatic
encephalopathy.  Each athlete must go through individual treatment. It is
best to rest immediately because symptoms may take several hours to
develop after the initial injury. Recovery time varies based on the number of
symptoms, how intense they are, and how long they last for. The greater the
number and severity of the symptoms, the longer it will take to recover.
Additionally, the younger an athlete is, the longer it will take him or her to
recover fully from a concussion. One may return to play once a medical
professional clears the athlete and he or she is 110% symptom free. 
Prevention: 

It is important to understand that there will always be an inevitable risk of
concussion in all sports. It further increases as the degree of contact
increases. However, there are strategies that can be utilized to decrease the
risk of getting a concussion. Wearing equipment, such as proper fitting
helmets and mouthguards, help alleviate the risk. Additionally, paying
attention during the game, following rules, practicing proper form and
technique of skills, and being a good sport also make sports more enjoyable
and fun for all athletes. Above all, education in the seriousness of
concussions and the severe consequences of relapse is very important. This
will prevent concussed athletes from returning to sport too soon. Not only
will they fully recover, but they also will have a decreased risk of suffering
another concussion and potentially suffering permanent brain damage.
Safety is a must. It is better to sit out once for a full recovery than to hasten
the first injury and suffer that same injury again. This increases the time
spent off the field and away from sport in the end. 

What are the Symptoms of a Concussion? 

Because the brain is very vulnerable when injured, there are various symptoms
of concussion. As a result, normal function is decreased physically,
emotionally, mentally, and cognitively. 
oHeadache 
oNausea
oFatigue
oDrowsiness
oDizziness
oBalance issues
oSleep disturbances 
oBlurred vision 
oLight and/or noise sensitivity 
oConfusion
oBehavior or personality change 
·Cognitive
oMemory Issues
oCommunication issues 
oMood changes 
oIrritability
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Raelynn Lay
13U

"Bella had  a great
weekend offensively
and defensively with
some fantastic
swings and huge
blocks for us this
weekend at our
tournament. It was
really exciting to
watch!" 
Coach Kari

Sarah Taft
17U

"She did not let
any mistakes get in
the way of trying
her hardest and
working on her
individual skill. she
took every
suggestion I gave
her and she made
a change, whether
it be in practice or
during a game."-
Coach Olivia

 "Allison really
stepped up her
offense this
weekend. Allison's
line shot kills were
on fire. She always
has such a positive
attitude & a fun
young lady to
coach!" 
- Coach Shelia

PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Antonella Menna
14U

"Sarah had a
great day of
play on
Saturday in
Warren. Sarah
did an amazing
job reading the
court, putting
kills & tips
down in the
right spot at the
right time." 
- Coach Shelia
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Bella Seger-Wagasy
17U

Allison Hollingshead
16U

"Raelynn was

on point with

her serves

Saturday.

Raelynn led

her team in

most served

points and her

setting was

amazing."

- Coach Shelia

Ava Jondro
14U

"Ava stepped up

today at the power

league to help her

team to a second

place finish. She had

several service runs

and great control

hitting at the net. Ava

had her head in the

game and I’m so

proud of how

amazing she played

today."

-Coach Dayna


